pH control:

New FlexFlow NanoP

pH controller to help archive the perfect growing environment for your plants
The new 0960.NANOP is our latest pH controller that uses proven technology to get your pH where you want it
for your crop. The controller is easy to use. It can be coupled with 0960.F for small systems or use an EasyDose
system for large applications.
Used on small greenhouse for controlling pH
Used on large nursery applications where water quality is
a problem
Multiple output modes to help control a number of
different pumps and alarms
Float switch option for keeping pumps from running dry
The new controller has a float switch input to allow the pump to
cut off when the drum is empty. It has a pulse or mA output. It can
be used with multiple relays and alarms.

Using the FlexFlow to pump pH?
The 0960 NANOP can be coupled with 0960.F for small applications or use an EasyDose system for large
applications. The NanoP can be used with any system that takes a 4-20 mA input.
This controller has a float switch input to allow the pump to cut off when the drum is empty. It has a
pulse or mA output and can be used with multiple relays and alarms.
0960.F has two modes: manual and automatic pulse mode
If the pH probe goes down or stops sensing, you can still put the
pump into manual mode to continue controlling your pH
Built-in priming valve eliminates air in the feed line
Can be used for anything from common nutrients to harsh acids

0960.F

ORDERING INFO

0960.F
0960.NANOP

0960.NANOP

MODEL
0960.F

Metering pump for Fertilizer & other nutrients

0960.NANOP Metering pump with pH control option for pressurized water lines

SPECIFICATIONS
Control Function

Manual adjustment

Main Power

120VAC

Power Connection

6 ft. power cord with standard wall outlet plug

Pump Rate (Max)

1.25 gallons per hour at 110 PSI

Maximum Injection Pressure

110 PSI

Stroke length

Manual adjustment

Stroke frequency

125 (spm) strokes per minute

Case Materials

NEMA 4X thermoplastic enclosure with clear Lexan cover

Environmental Temperature

2° - 140°F
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